Manufacturer: ABB

Model: 2600T - 266 P-dP
Type: Differential, Gauge, Absolute - Pressure Transmitter

Device ITK Version: 5.2.0
Device Test Campaign: IT066000
Test Report: FF-527-(66000)
Stack Test Campaign: CT0120FF
Physical Layer Test Report: PT-326
Physical Layer Profiles: 111, 113, 511
Manufacturer ID: 0x000320
Device Type: 0x0007
Device Revision: 0x01

Device Description:
- 0103.ffo 7BAF2ECF 5.2.0
- 0103.sym E63C5D46 5.2.0

Capability File: 010101.cff 2D191A43 5.2.0

Tested Features:
- Resource Block
- Alarms and Events
- Function Block Linking
- Multi-bit Alert Reporting
- Trending
- Analog Input Function Blocks
- PID Control Function Block
- Arithmetic Function Block
- Input Selector Function Block
- Integrator Function Block
- Signal Characterizer Function Block
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